
 Football in Arawa 

 Apart from a couple of weeks when soccer was cancelled in respect for the 
club treasurer who’s murder was described in the “Wild West” blog, there has 
been soccer every Sunday afternoon since early May. The grass field is in 
reasonably good condition, apart from the vehicle track diagonally across the 
middle, and the grass is cut and the lines carefully marked every weekend.  

There is a small grandstand that might seat 100 people and there are some 
pleasant shade trees around the edge where the teams tend to gather for 
their pre-game team talks, but crowds are more akin to those around a cricket 
game on a lazy English summer afternoon. The grandstand is a fairly Heath-
Robinson device that has about 4 stepped expanded metal platforms that are 
very uncomfortable to sit on. We usually take a piece of cardboard as padding 
and must look a bit of a sight rolling up with our white skins, bright umbrellas, 
and carrying pieces of cardboard covered in SP Beer adverts! One day the 
wag on the end of a loudhailer announced the “40,000 attendance was being 
swelled with the arrival of the international contingency” as we arrived (in 
reality 4 whities and an audience of maybe 100) Next week I will be taking my 
vuvuzela! 

 Most teams have matching brightly coloured shirts with numbers but not all 
teams have matching shorts, and socks, or boots. One team one day had an 
assortment of clothes, some of which looked very like the opposition stripes, 
but no one complained.  Quite a few players play bare-footed, which must be 
a bit tough in a close encounter with the studs of a booted player!  

There are both male and female teams playing their separate leagues, with 
both playing very determinedly and athletically, with varying degrees of skills, 
but in a good spirit with little sign of dirty play or bad-temperedness. 
Temperatures are often in the 30’s with high humidity, but it doesn’t seem to 
slow them down! And we sit on the grandstand on our pieces of cardboard 
under umbrellas dripping with sweat! 

The officials have a hard time trying to keep to some sort of schedule. It 
seems that at the end of each game the two teams to play next decide to get 
themselves sorted out and warmed up in their own time despite the 
exhortations over the loud hailer and referee furiously blowing his whistle to 
get the game underway. 

In one game someone on the sideline criticised the near linesman for a dodgy 
off-side call and the official left the game and stormed into the small crowd to 
find the complainer and angrily offered him the flag to do the job. He 
remonstrated with the offender and eventually returned to the game, which 
was happily continuing without him, with honour restored! I guess we can be 
pleased there wasn’t any bloodshed! 

There appears to have been some interest in the World Cup in South Africa, 
with some live and regular replays of games on the one TV channel 
broadcasting in Arawa. Unfortunately the local transmission tower ran out of 
diesel for the generator on Friday evening at about 9.30 and transmission only 
resumed on Tuesday morning, so there were no soccer broadcasts for the 



weekend. (One of the two cell phone service providers (the PNG telkom one) 
was also down for the same period as they used the same transmitter – no 
wonder Digicel has almost achieved a monopoly situation.) Thanks to the loan 
of an old “cathode ray” tube TV from another VSA person who is away for her 
6month break, we have a snowy picture that fades in and out of colour, but it’s 
good enough to follow the football.   Pity about the departure of the Australian, 
New Zealand, South African, US and English teams so I suspect none of our 
more regular potential readers have too much further serious interest in the 
tournament! I wonder how much longer the world and in particular S Africa will 
have to put up with the braying of the vuvuzela? The noise levels in the 
stadiums must be deafening!  

Chris, one of the VSA crew is an ardent sports fan and has his own flat screen 
TV. We had arranged for all the kiwis to gather at his place last Friday for the 
scheduled replay of the NZ/Uruguay game at 4.00pm, and everyone had 
avoided any news broadcasts so that no-one knew the result. Someone 
suddenly discovered that the broadcast had been rescheduled unannounced 
for 2.00pm, so there was frantic text messaging to gather the troops to cheer 
the team. People suddenly had to depart from what they were doing for an 
“important VSA meeting”. Unfortunately the “All Whites” could only manage 
their 3rd draw so departed the tournament – certainly not disgraced! 

Recent natural events 

 We experienced an eclipse of the moon on Saturday night – it covered about 
half the moon and was quite spectacular, lasting for several hours. 

We also had a sudden quite violent storm one night last week- horizontal rain 
coming through our front louvre windows, and it was a quick leap out of bed to 
try and close them as quickly as possible. Of course some were rusty and the 
glass panes had slipped slightly on others so we did get a little water around 
the place, but no significant damage. A couple of trees and branches came 
down but we were surprised there wasn’t more damage. The school where 
Rosie is helping out lost a wall the parents had recently erected on one side of 
the main building plus a couple of roof sheets, so school was cancelled for the 
day while repairs were affected. It certainly can rain here but this was the first 
time with a strong wind. Arawa is relatively windless – which is not a good 
combination with high humidity – a slight breeze can make a big different to 
one’s comfort. 

Arawa Urban Council Finances 

The manager or the AUC and me had a meeting this last week with 
representatives of the Autonomous Bougainville Government Treasury and 
Government officials to discuss budgets for the next financial year (same as 
calendar year) They could see the need to spend money on Arawa 
infrastructure to at least stop its steady deterioration and bring it back to 
scratch but couldn’t promise any finances beyond the relatively small 
operating grant that they had paid for the last few years. I am not sure when 
they make their decisions and whether further sources of funding will emerge 
between now and Christmas – we can only hope so. In the meanwhile I am 
looking at options as to how best I can make use of my time until any 



additional funding emerges. Among these are tutoring maths and science at 
the local high school and helping another aid agency with building dams and 
village water supplies. We will see what emerges!  

(Later) It transpires that the head and maths and science teachers were 
enthusiastic that I tutor the kids in anticipation of their approaching exams but 
some bureaucrat in Buka decided that it wasn’t a good idea because of 
someone’s complaint about a Russian women who helped voluntarily with 
another school in the area – probably because of the skimpy shorts she wears 
– so it looks like tutoring is out. On the other hand the Regional Council 
having heard about me has decided that I could help them – so it looks like 
things might be getting hectic! I still haven’t seen any money yet but the 
President is talking about moving the Bougainville government to Arawa by 
the end of the year and is very keen on getting the copper mine open again to 
help provide funding for the country. I think achieving these may be difficult 
but he seems to be a man of action. Let’s hope he has some success. 

Wild West activity (continued).  

1) One of the NZ Police contingent off to spend a few days with his family in 
Brisbane arrived in Port Moresby domestic airport soon after the shooting of 
several people (all the “debris” of the activity still lying around) and made a 
hasty departure for the international airport. 

2) Our young English couple with another NZ based aid agency got back to 
their house after watching world cup soccer with the VSA mob found 
themselves locked out of their fenced compound. When they finally got 
someone to let them in it turned out that someone had their eye on the 
agency’s rather nice looking Landcruiser and had attempted a robbery 
through the fence but had been frightened off. One account had arms being 
used (others didn’t) but it unsettled the young lady so they spent the next 
night with us before she left a few days early for Buka. Three of us had 
walked a mile or so home at midnight after that through the pitch-black night 
but had had no incidents – I guess it pays not to have too much to attract the 
attention of the odd scallywag. 


